
ROLAND



Round Study Table with 
cherry top and lighting option.

Roland Bench with upholstered
seats and inset granite table. 

Roland Occasional Table
with granite top. 

Roland Round Study Table
with maple top.

Roland Round Bench
with upholstered seat.

Roland Carrel with shelf
and lighting options.



A modern display of wood and metal, the Roland Collection 

epitomizes today’s forward, contemporary design. The collection

maintains a striking presence with its stylish, modern design. 

Stainless steel bases support the Roland’s floating work surface 

for an uncluttered, clean profile. Tables feature an inset wood 

veneer top with a solid wood square edge. The Roland’s thin 

straight leg and apron rails add to its modest and fresh appeal.

The Roland Collection answers the call for today’s functional needs 

in everyday, modern settings. Well suited for contemporary spaces, 

the Roland can accommodate todays technological needs. 

Add glass or wood dividers for more institutional environments. 

The Roland Collection includes study tables, occasional tables, 

carrels, benches and end panels. Visit www.agati.com to see more.

ROLAND Col lect ion

Roland Conference Table shown with data port option.



StudyTable Conference Table Round Occasional Table End Panel

AGATI is defined by versatility. Designs combine a unique blend of aesthetics and engineering, 

distinguished by their eclectic styles. Inspired by the need for furniture that is both timeless 

and universal, AGATI is committed to the design and engineering of each and every piece.

Furniture built to last a lifetime means investing in the future. AGATI is dedicated to implementing

sound environmental practices such as utilizing domestic reforested lumber, as well as reusable 

packaging materials. AGATI believes in helping preserve resources at no expense to the integrity 

of the product or the satisfaction of the customer.

Celebrated for its design. Chosen for its quality. 
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Custom Roland Table Carrels 


